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THE FINEST PLEASURE
There is nothing like the comfort and cosiness of an exquisite carpet, as after all, we spend
more than 90 per cent of our lifetime indoors. The ultra-fine finish of the Noblesse collection
charms at every step again and again, while creating a calm and cosy atmosphere where you
feel comfortable from the ground up.

Solo 3663/390

Solo 3663/390

PURE LUXURY IN 11 QUALITIES
Available from the ultra-softest and finest saxony right to the extravagant look of a long-pile carpet.
11 qualities and 180 colourways lend a stylish and unconventional flair to modern rooms.
Look forward to hard-wearing flooring, which will offer you warmth, good looks and a unique
walking comfort.

Infinity 3664/395 Cover

Cloud 3667/284 Cover

WALL-TO-WALL CARPETS EVERYTHING SPEAKS IN THEIR FAVOUR:
Elegant
The look of wall-to-wall carpets conveys premium comfort and
creates an exclusively modern atmosphere.

For allergy sufferers
TESTED FOR
HARMFUL
SUBSTANCES

Style 3666/591

They bond floating hair, dust and allergens and thus reduce fine
dust pollution in the room.

Varied

Individual

In interplay with other floor coverings, wall-to-wall carpets create
feel-good room environments.

Wall-to-wall carpets in the desired measurement set new accents on parquet,
laminate or design floorings.

Healthy

Creative

Their elastically soft pile provides skid resistance and has a positive
influence on the room climate.

The variety of colours, shapes, materials and structures gives you wide scope
for your design ideas.

Calm
Wall-to-wall carpets reduce noise and reverberant sound, and create a calm working atmosphere.
Kastell 3671/171

Sustainable
They are produced in an eco-friendly fashion, save heat and are thus a factor for
sustainable facility management.

Reliable
Innovative fibres are especially durable, wear resistant and easy care.

HEALTHY AT EVERY STEP

Fire 3670/353, Cover

Cloud 3667/284, Edging 9005/489

Apart from elegance and comfort, the presence of a high-quality wall-to-wall
carpet invites some health-promoting benefits into your rooms. The elastically
soft pile absorbs sound, providing a calm and comfortable living and working
atmosphere. The fine dust pollution is on average only half as high in rooms with
wall-to-wall carpets.

Charmy Plus 3662/244

LUXURIOUS, SOFT AND EASY-CARE
Every wall-to-wall carpet from the Noblesse collection is produced from polyamide fibres in an eco-friendly,
sustainable fashion. Thanks to this, your dream carpeting keeps its original quality in the long run, is easy
to clean and even heavy soiling may hardly affect it.

Fire 3670/170

TAKING THE LIBERTY OF MADE-TO-MEASURE CARPETS
The measure of all things for a personalised floor design is a made-to-measure carpet.
Every quality can be brought to the dimensions requested by turning down the edges
and by adding the underlay “Upgrade”. Your favourite carpet is a real statement of personal
taste and lifestyle if finished with an Alcantara border.

Dream 3665/692, Leather 8 cm 9009/132

Dream 3665/692, Alcantara® 8 cm 9005/082

Dream 3665/692, Edging Alcantara® 9005/082

Dream 3665/452, Edging 9005/389
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